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“Spring has sprung
The grass has riz
I wonder where
The flowers’ is…”
I find myself stretching and yawning, like a sleepy bear coming out of his cave; checking
weather updates and pacing, waiting for the day I can trade my fleece pj’s in for something
lighter and less, well… fleecy. The winter has not been kind to us, from the awful power outage right before and, for some, during the Christmas holiday to the new and widely popular
term, Frost Quakes. I’m sure I’m not alone when I shout ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! (If you
are a skier, snowboarder or a fan of winter activities in general, button it! You’ve had more
than enough ‘fun’ for this season.)
To pass the snowy days, Trillium has been feverously working on scheduling a jampacked 2014. We have 4 Advanced Driving School weekends booked at Canadian Tire
Motorsports Park (Mosport) Grand Prix track, 2 Street Survival Schools, 10 Autoslalom
events (including 1 at CTMP’s new Driver Development Track and 1 at Toronto Motorsports
Park in Cayuga), the BMW Coral at CTMP for the Tudor United SportsCar Championship,
a Wine Tour, Fun Family Rally and the list goes on! We are striving to make this a year with
heaps of varied events to fit all our members’ interests. If you have any suggestions please
feel free to let us know, we’re always looking for new and interesting ideas. Remember,
this is your club! (By the way…have I mentioned recently that I would love to have your
pictures and articles to publish? Email me what you’ve got!)
And so I welcome you members to what is shaping up to be an amazing 2014 with your
Trillium Club!

Jenn

editor@trillium-bmwclub.ca

Have an article you’d like to submit or an idea for content in our magazine?
We’d love to read it! Please submit all ideas/articles to editor@trillium-bmwclub.ca
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Toronto Driver Jumped
In With Both Feet
By Michael Taylor

DAYTONA BEACH, FL.,
Jan. 26, 2014 - Toronto resident Paul Dalla Lana, whose
day-job is the President of
NorthWest Value Partners, a
private investment firm, is living out his dream. And he is
living out the dream of most
car enthusiasts because he’s
gone from weekend racer to
full-fledged racing car driver
in less than 5 years.
Paul is in Daytona Beach
Florida at the legendary Daytona International Speedway
participating in not one, but
two different races; the twoand-a-half hour BMW Performance 200 as well as one of
the most prestigious automobile endurance races in the
world, the 52nd running of the
Rolex 24 at Daytona. Not only
racing in two different races,
he will be doing it in three different cars; a BMW M3 in the
200 mile race, and a BMW
Z4 GTD and an Aston Martin
V8 Vantage GTE in the twice
around the clock classic.
When asked how he got
to where he is today, his response was somewhat surprising; he has been at this
for just four and a half years.
“Frankly I still pinch myself”
said Dalla Lana in an exclusive interview following the
BMW Performance 200. “I’m
a late starter. This is my fifth
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

year of racing. I’ve been so
lucky that out of the gate I
met Will Turner and ended up
having my team mate as Bill
Auberlen. It could have been
anybody and I got two of the
best in the business”.
The 47 year old is very humble about his impressive list of
achievements, which includes
three wins in the Rolex series
in 2013, two in 2012 and two
in 2011 and as well as winning
the Continental Tire Sports
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Car Challenge Grand Sport
championship in 2011.
“It’s a great privilege, so for
me, I read it the same way.
I have to step back and go,
wow, that’s me, I’m actually
doing all of this.” said Dalla
Lana. “The other thing is, if
you apply yourself, anything
is possible. It’s two very different stories; on the one
hand I think of myself as
very lucky and on the second
hand, I’m pushing myself really hard and I’m putting the

time and energy in to make
it happen. And it hasn’t been
easy. There’s a steep learning curve of course in racing.
I’ve made all the mistakes.
I’m one of those learners
who just has to do it; luckily
I’m pretty fearless. I’ve had
my share of big mistakes but
you learn from it. This is the
first year for me that I have
felt very comfortable in the
car and I’m able to do what I
need to do. I’m driving three
cars this weekend.”

He went on to say “To be
able to fit in and be comfortable in all of those cars has
been a big step for me. It’s
nice to see four and a half
years of hard experience
and learning start to come
together. I don’t know if it’s
a Malcolm Gladwell 10,000
hour kind of deal (referring
to Gladwell’s book Outliers:
The Story of Success) or
something like that but if you
put the time in and you stay
focused, you can get to this
level.”
Easy for Paul to say. Without the raw talent, not many
people could climb the racing
ladder that quickly to be codriving the winning car in the
BMW Performance 200 at
Daytona and race in two different cars the following day.
Said Dalla Lana, “It’s a little
bit of everything in both living
the dream and working hard
to be here too.”
Paul’s first track experience was at a lapping session at Mosport (now known
as Canadian Tire Motorsport
Park) in 2009. He tried a
friend’s car and that was it,
he was hooked. The very

next weekend he attended a
racing school. He then went
on to participate in a half-season of the Canadian Touring
Car Championship.
“From there I went full into
the deep end and I haven’t
stopped”, said Dalla Lana.
“It’s a source of some frustration at home, but I have
a lot of support at home and
at work, which gives me the
freedom to get out there and
put the time in. I feel like right
now it’s paying off and I’m
able to contribute. I encourage everyone to try it, go to a
lapping day or a race school.
It could stop there or it could
be that you’re like me and
you’re in with two feet and
you’re going professional as
quick as you can.”
That is one successful student who has certainly graduated to the big leagues of
motorsport racing, in a very
short period of time. His suc-

cess and accomplishments
are moving along as quickly
as all of the cars he is racing.
Foot note: Shelby Blackstock, son of country music
legend Reba McEntire, and

Ashley Freiberg were awarded the win in the BMW Performance 200. Race officials
disqualified the No. 96 Turner
Motorsports car of Paul Dalla
Lana and Mill Auberlen due

to a technical infraction in
post-race inspection. The infraction was not revealed.
Photographs © Copyright
Michael Taylor
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The Slap Heard ‘Round The World
By Bill Piekos

If you didn’t attend the inaugural NASCAR truck race at
CTMP, you missed an awesome show and the racing
was superb too! First off the
attendance was amazing,
with just about every yard of
the prime spectator space
occupied. This clearly bodes
well for our favourite track
venue so congratulations
are in order to the owners.
In addition, the Sunday main
event had an “interesting”
moment, which gave worldwide newscasters, YouTube
and countless blogs, much
to talk about. Let’s look at
what the buzz was all about,
from my vintage point as a
spectator.
But first I should mention
a rather comical moment
(not to all, I am sure) when
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the presiding pastor almost
fumbled the track’s new
name. Here’s how it went:
“Lord, we are gathered here
(or something to this effect)
at the Canadian... Tire...
Mo...torsport Park”. Phew,
that was close! I felt for him,
watching confusion (or was
it fear?) gather on his face,
as I suspect “Mosport” was
on the tip of his tongue. I
actually think he almost resorted to it at one point but
thankfully managed to hold
back. I wish it was called
Canadian Tire Mosport, or
perhaps Mosport Canadian
Tire Park. Instead, many
TV commentators were still
tongue-tied trying to navigate its new name. Frankly,
so do I. As much as a simple
“CTMP” is gaining accept-

ance, it is sad to see the
famous name erased from
the Canadian racing scene.
Unfortunately, that’s history
now. A minute of silence
please and thank you.
The event had national anthems performed by an artist
with decidedly huge lungs.
Ours was done with a “Canadian” accent. I even thought

he was going to throw an
“eh” in there somewhere just
to underline the point. He
bellowed both songs very
well I thought, not that I am a
reliable singing critic or anything. Then came the vintage
war planes and they put on a
great show. Perhaps we will
see an F15 next year?
Continued on next page
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Continued from page 8

Finally the race, and what
a race it was! NASCAR racers always amaze me with
their skill. Travelling 200
miles per hour (yep, that’s
over 320km/h for us North
American Euros) on an oval
while somebody else is
mere feet (inches?) behind,
in front AND beside you;
this must take incredible
skill and yet they make it

look so easy! But, make no
mistake; they can drive road
courses too, and given they
don’t drive them very often;
I’d say they simply excel
as race drivers. They even
manage to beat “hired gun”
road course experts at their
own game. Incredible!
In saying all of this we were
treated to some spectacular
driving. Until the last corner of
the very last lap, when things

went decidedly, well…goofy.
The leader got punted into
the wall, his glory ended mere
seconds before the checkers, while the punter took
the win. Then the next pair
of drivers repeated the punting dance at the same last
corner but managed to send
both cars (err...trucks) off and
hence lose guaranteed podiums. Poor judgment? Greed?
Dare I say colossal stupidity?

Regardless of the reasons
both of the road course “hired
guns” were off (up and coming
Mike Skeen and veteran star
Max Papis) and both blamed
each other for their misfortunes. A NASCAR TV commentator suggested it was
Papis who wrecked Skeen but
who knows, as there doesn’t
seem to be reliable video footage of their tangle.
Continued on next page
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However, those two last
corner pile ups were not the
pinnacle of Sunday’s excitement, not even close! What
absolutely stole the show
was the now “world famous”
slap. Enter Mike Skeen’s girlfriend, who approached Max
Papis right after his animated
post-race TV interview and
KA-BOOM! Didn’t she unload
one heck of an open hand
to his face? Now, it is important to understand that Max
“Slappy Papi” Papis (as some
bloggers called him) is not
new to face slapping (hence
the handle.) It is even possible that he may have started
the trend himself! Indeed, not
so long ago, he was the one
doing the slapping to another NASCAR driver at Road
America. It was there where
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he confirmed, right to the TV
camera, that sometimes fists
speak better than words.
Hardly sportsmanship behaviour but we have to give
credit when credit is due, he
did apologize “to the kids”
(present in the paddock) for
performing the act right in the
open versus privately in a garage. Very considerate of him
as a role model but surprisingly, when Papis got a taste
of his own medicine, his selfproclaimed communication
preferences got revised in a
big hurry. First he lodged an
official complaint with NASCAR and started a Twitter
campaign, including a claim
that his jaw got dislocated.
This prompted one of the car
bloggers - Jalopnik.com - to
suggest his handle should be
changed to “Glass Jaw.” In-

deed this didn’t sound very
manly and shortly after Papis announced his jaw was
only sprained. He blamed the
misunderstanding on English
not being his first language.
I found this surprising as I
had seen him give many a
TV interview and he always
seemed quick witted, supported by a good vocabulary.
But who am I to have doubts?
I do wonder however, if Papis
is familiar with the term “Drama Queen”?
Indeed even more drama
ensued on various blogs.
While fist fights are nothing new at NASCAR events,
even being shown during
Network TV ads, this was decidedly different; the attacker
was a woman! What were the
manly men to do?! Rather
surprisingly (to me anyway),

many posters insisted she
should be charged with assault and thrown in jail immediately! Apparently women
are strictly forbidden from
participating in good ol’ postrace “work outs.” So the blogs
filled with outcries against
her, likely posted by the same
folks who cheer when crews
and drivers pummel each
other in the pits. As far as I
know nobody ever gets sent
to jail for such shenanigans.
Hmmm, can you spell “double standard?” Or perhaps it
was their glass egos that just
couldn’t take this unexpected
twist of events?
On his own admission,
Skeen reported that Papis
barged in to his team trailer
(obviously as a persona non
grata) and pushed his girlfriend down the stairs trying

to gain access. This apparently resulted in her suffering bodily bruising. Dangerous sport this car racing! At
this stage one could call the
score between them as even,
but NASCAR had different
ideas: they fined the feisty
woman and banned her from
all events “indefinitely.” Does
it mean she is banned “for
life”; I hope not but can’t really be sure, as English is not
my first language.
Keep in mind she wasn’t just
a regular spectator and her
behaviour also netted Skeen’s
crew chief a NASCAR fine for
not controlling his team. Formally she was part of the official crew, but since when are
official crews not allowed to
fight?! It therefore seems like
one heck of a double standard
between the sexes.
Here’s another notable
example from the recent
past: Three times Sprint Cup
champion, Tony Stewart decided to grab another competitor wife’s rear-end during
pre-race coverage, in front
of millions of viewers. Check
it out on YouTube, it is quite
a show, however I don’t believe he got charged with
sexual misconduct, fined, or
got barred from any events.
This “event” was just laughed
off and filed under funny moments between friends. The
official explanation was that
the act was made for “good
luck.” Good luck my ass (pun
fully intended.)
Perhaps TV programs
covering these races ought
to include parental warnings of violence and sexual content. After all, aren’t
kids watching this stuff? On
the other hand, they likely
watch
hockey
already...
One would hope Papis will
now think twice before slapping another driver ever
again now that he knows
what it feels to be on the receiving end. Clearly he didn’t

like it one little bit. So there
you have it, perhaps a happy
ending and a proof that every
cloud has a silver lining? Except for the possible fleeting
chance of Skeen driving for
NASCAR ever again. Given the double standards I
wouldn’t be surprised if somebody decided he was fully
responsible for his girlfriend
actions and is no longer welcomed. This would of course
confirm that some folks still
think that women can’t think
for themselves or be responsible for their own actions.
No doubt those same folks
still think that Earth is flat and
that Sun revolves around it.
In my opinion, if Skeen’s very
short lived NASCAR career
were to be over that would be
too bad, as he is one talented, young driver. Curiously,
Papis suggested that Skeen
was just an “unknown” and a
“kid” doing “amateur” moves.
Skeen clearly proved he was
anything but, effectively battling with the star veteran to
the very last corner of the
very last lap going for a podium finish. So if Skeen can
drive this well, doing amateur moves, what are we to
make of Papis’ skills as an
expert? On a more serious
note, it is worth checking out
www.mikeskeen.com for all
the great videos he publishes
(ditto his YouTube channel.)
He has driven many different
cars on many different tracks
and for the life of me I could
not spot any amateur moves.
But perhaps I am not sufficiently qualified to do so.
In closing, NASCAR really is an amazing car racing franchise. However, the
broadcasters weekly war cry
of “Let’s go racing boys and
girls!” needs to include a second sentence: “And girls, stay
away from pansy drivers!”
Happy Motoring!
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Final Edition - Driver Power
By Bill Ward

Head
Neck
Cardiovascular
Core strength
Arms

Legs

Professional Race Series
Drivers have to have a fitness
level above the requirements
to be a Tri Athlete; so how do
you do this? Well it’s not easy
but it is fun and you can incorporate it into your daily life.
Take the winter to become
the best you can be physically and you will develop the
endurance, kinesthetic sense
and visual awareness to take
your driving to the next level.

Develop Neck Muscles

The Human Performance
Equation
All the vehicle preparation
will not allow you to win races, travel vast distances or
just drive better and smarter,
unless you are physically,
mentally and visually fit.
Human performance for
driving is the single most important issue in modern motorsport. Modification and design
of the vehicle is progressing
to a point where driver physical fitness will not keep up to
the progress. Advanced driving and race schools such as
BMW Driving Schools, will advance your driving skill to the
point of being able to control
your vehicle at the limit of the
driving environment.
At this point the human being and its fitness is the leading edge of research and development. The greatest gain
will come from driver physical fitness and visual fitness
along with development of
kinesthetic sensing and the
ability to concentrate on the
task of controlling the vehicle.
The concept is to develop
your physical ability to operate at the peak of perfor-
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mance for twice the amount
of time that your longest race
or drive will take.

Be a S.A.F.E. Driver:
S. A. F. E. stands for
Skilled, Assured, Fit and
Empowered
Autocrossing requires massive precise control for only 1 to
3 minutes of driving, Road Racing requires 1 to 2 hours of physical endurance and Endurance
Racing requires 3 to 4 hours of
physical endurance. In this development of performance the
expectation is that you will have
the endurance to complete the
event at the same high level of
skill as at the first lap.
The basic human body
requires specific exercise
methods for specific sports
as well as quality of life.
Motorsports requires you to
perform in a repetitive manor
at a high level of energy with
maximum concentration and
visual awareness while tied
down in a 5 point harness with
a 7 pound full face helmet on,
wearing a 2 to 5 piece fire
proof race suit and experiencing heat and sound levels that
are debilitating.

The key to having a stable
visual platform in a vehicle
is to prevent your head from
tilting due to G Force, and to
maintain your ability to see
throughout the entry and exit
of a corner as well as under
braking and acceleration. G
Force will affect your head,
chest and central core in a
significant manner. If your
vehicle can develop 1.5 g
then you need to exercise
with your helmet on simulating 1.5 g + in all planes and
along all vector lines. If your
vehicle can develop 4 g then
you have to exercise to that
limit or whatever G load your
vehicle is capable of.
Take an inexpensive, preferably used full face helmet
and attach eye bolts to the
chin guard and to the area
at the crown of the head as
per the photo below. Sit at a
weight tower on a chair and
exercise your neck in a side
to side (blind spot check)
manner. Start very slow and
move up over the time you
have to being able to move
an amount of weight equal
to: 1/8 of your body weight
(the average skull weight +
the weight of your actual race
helmet) per G of loading generated by your vehicle.

If your track has 10 turns
then you need to be able to
move this amount of weight
a minimum of 10 times in the
amount of time it takes your
car to lap the track as well
as moving your head (in a
fore aft plane) the amount of
times the car brakes and accelerates over the lap. Your
Goal is to be able to do this
for a minimum of 2 x the average race length you will be
exposed to.

Used Helmet with eye bolts
attached

Helmet attached to weight
stack and head turned to left
You should sit so that you
duplicate the position in the
race car and hold your head
level with the weight you are
using while it is at rest. This is
so that it is free of the weight
stack, as G Force does not
have a static position but is fluid and directional at all times.

Develop Arm, Chest,
Wrist and Hand Power and
Endurance for Steering
As a motorsport driver your
hands, arms and chest muscles need both power and
rapid reaction to visual and

kinesics stimuli.
The key here is to develop
all of the body, with special
attention to steering wheel
motion and the motorsport X
steering position.
Sit in a exercise seat and
hold a dumbbell in each hand
making a steering wheel turning motion as if your hands
are at 9-3, and you X them.
This develops your ability to
turn and have precise control
as well as the power to do it
a number of times. Start with
a progressive weight increase
starting at 5 lb. dumbbells and
progress to 20 lb. dumbbells.
This will be a big benefit when
the power steering gives up.
10 Turns at the track equal
20 turns of the hands per lap
as there is the turn-in motion,
correction and stabilization
motion for each curve. Do
this in a progressive manner
until you can drive a simulated race without tiring.

9

3

Straight Ahead
9-3 Hand Position

9

3

Left Turn
180° Turn to Left

of chest) and held out so that
the weights are at the position
of an extended arm. Slightly
bend at the elbow and rotate
the weights, as well as turn
your head fully to the left and
right as you steer.

Aqua Fitness for
Motorsports Driving
Go to an exercise pool for
Aqua Fitness and enroll. The
classes and self-directed
exercise will dramatically
increase your stamina and
provide muscle power development in a sculpting manner that allows for compound
complex functions.

The Motorsport X Position
Holding your hands at 9-3
on the wheel you are able to
steer either left or right 180
degrees with a smooth, very
fast action. This is used in
collision avoidance and motorsports driving. The hands
holding the weight should
move in the same rotation
without releasing the grip on
the dumbbells. The hands
should be centered at your
chest mass height (the center

9

3

Right Turn
180 ° Turn to Right

a suit with the most chest
support and coverage as it
prevents water filling the suit
chest cavity.
Contact CALA Canadian Aquafitness Leaders Alliance Inc. CatchTheWave ...
for classes and information in
Ontario. www.calainc.org.

Endurance
Run, Swim, and Spin on a
Water Bike.
These activities will help
you to lose weight (car will go
faster), increase your endurance and allow you to have
stable heart rates and cardio
recovery.

Breathing

Water dumbbells
An Aqua Fit 360 Kit by
Speedo©, as well as a set
of water dumbbells will make
your arms, back and chest
develop without bulk. Bulk
slows down reaction time as
well as makes steering uncomfortable.
Use a Speedo Style Suit
for men as it does not fill with
water and prevent correct
motion and for women, find

Hold thumbs at this point.

Breathing in a full face helmet with a drivers suit and
fireproof underwear on while
strapped in to a race seat is,
at times, hard. Learning to
breath in powerful slow full
deep breathes is a power
technique as well as a calming process.
Have your fitness coach
assist you in your breathing
and practice it with your helmet on and the visor closed.
Simulate competitive conditions as it creates visualization of the tasks performed
while driving.
Remember, the more oxygen your brain receives the
more it can function under
the stress of driving.

Core Strength
Core Strength is absolutely
necessary both from an endurance point of view as well
as in the event of a shunt or
impact while racing.

Core Strength and
Balance
Practice with a medicine
ball in a sitting position similar to your race seat. Position and rotate the ball, turning from the waist, to the left
and right while holding the
ball straight in front of you,
as if it was a steering wheel.
Again think of the number of
turns on your track and multiply them so at the end of an
event you are as strong as
when you started. You can
turn the ball or use weights
to simulate steering making
sure to rotate the waist as
well. It hurts but it works.

Wear Your Helmet During
Physical Exercise
Wear your helmet, balaclava and neck brace during
your physical exercise as it
not only creates a reality as
you are in race mode but extends your endurance and
comfort in the driver’s seat.

Seat Time
Drive an indoor kart race
series weekly and, as you exercise, record your lap times.
Observe how much endurance you have and record
the increase in endurance. It
is important to note that lap
times in the middle and end
of the event are most important to you as this is where
you fatigue the most.
Here is a great web site to
help you along the way called
“Safe is Fast” by Bobby Rahal www.safeisfast.com
Drive to win and exercise
to be able to win.
Contact Wm. M. E. Ward
at driven@mymts.net with
questions, comments etc.
and they will be answered as
quickly as possible.
Wm. M. E. Ward (Bill) 204 390 0457

•
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Happy Anniversary
BMW Club of Canada
By Dave Cook, Member No. 135

1996

40 Years of Great Fun,
Great People & Great
Achievement.
Hello from the West! Specifically, Kelowna, BC.
In 1973 a group of enthusiasts gathered in Toronto to
form the BMW Car Club of
Canada.
A letter announcing the
formation meeting was sent
out to customers of several
of the dealers. A friend of
my father who had a 2500
received one of the letters
and gave it to me, thinking a
young lad with a 2002 would
be a better candidate than an
old foggie! Well, I didn’t act
on it right away, something
to do with my father’s comments about the character
of car club members racing
through the streets! A year
later, after receiving a flyer on
the window of my ’70 2002 in
June 1974, I decided I really
wanted to see what the Club
was all about.
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Well, I only got to one
event that year, a race at
Mosport.
The BMW distributors had a corral on the
outside of Corner 1, and the
Club was invited to enjoy it.
It was the first time I drove
a car sideways on an incline,
it felt like it was going to flip
over! However, seeing the
other Bimmers sitting safely on the grass, I figured I
would make it. It was a great
week- end; I even had a few
free beers! (My t-shirt said:
In Case of Emergency, Buy
Me A Beer!) Needless to say
I was hooked and have been
a member for 39 years.
Time passed and in 1975,
I had a newer, ‘74 2002. It
wasn’t quite as quick as the
1970. Smog controls and
the huge bumpers were the
culprits. Eventually (around
1980) I corrected those shortcomings by throwing on twin
Weber carburetors and some
suspension work.
In 1975 I made it out to
a couple of meetings and

1981

started seeing how much
fun everyone was having. I
was out of Ontario from September 1975 to May 1976
but made it to the Stratford
Festival with the Club in the
late spring of 1976. That
event eventually turned into
the Shaw Festival and Wine
tour weekend. A lot of good
friendships were cemented over wine, dinners and
brunches in Niagara-on-theLake. I also made it out to
my first autocross - what an
exciting event.
Autocrossing is a great way
to learn car control and have
fun at the same time. Well,
any time you can learn about
car control is fun. But getting
to compete as well, and without the expense of racing on
the track was a bonus. There
were a lot of great rivalries,
(Rolf, I miss you!) and the
club still sees these friendly
battles today.
In 1978, David Williams,
the Club’s second President,
inveigled me into sitting on

the Board of Directors. Our
first President was Michael
Lenhardt who moved to the
US around that time and runs
Mini Bimmers (check them
out). Michael is a lifetime
member of the Club, I am not
sure if David is?
I am not sure which year
the Club began attending driving schools organized by John Powell, but in
1978 the guys were all raving about the schools and
getting to drive on the track
at Mosport. It took a couple of more years for me
to convince Cathy to take
the August week end of our
holidays in 1980 to make the
trek to Montreal for the start
of the school at the DOT test
center at Mirabel.
What fun we had, well the
guys anyway.
We hadn’t
convinced the women to join
in the fun at that point, they
joined in later on. The ladies did enjoy the meals and
nightlife in Montreal however.
This was to become a rule for
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us, share some fun time with
our ladies and they’ll let us
have our fun!
The huge skid pads at
Mirabel allowed for fast figure eights, huge power circles, threshold braking, and,
learning hand brake turns!
A huge, tight autocross was
set up for us. Our muscles
ached for days. We novices thought we had gone to
heaven but we didn’t know
what was in store two days
later at Mosport.
Well, Mosport was a blast.
The classroom sessions
gave us the basics driving
the track, flags, passing signals and “the line”! Then we
were let loose behind an instructor to learn the track and
the line. Well, it was fun, but
we felt there was a better approach to running the school,
maybe an instructor in every
car? (John Powell had one
instructor for every three or
four cars.) A novel idea at
the time maybe, but it was
to change our Club dramati-

cally. We decided to run our
own driving school.
Somehow, Paul Fagan and
I were charged with being
co-chairs for the first school,
so we got going on putting a
team together. In 1982 we
ran the first BMW Car Club
of Canada Driving Festival at
Mosport.
Our team consisted of Ted
Lewis, Tom Coucill, John Burnet, Gerry Low, Rawle Gosine,
Rolf Lange, Ron Williams, and
a few I can’t remember (sorry
guys). The instructors were
racecar drivers. Duff Hubbard, Horst Kroll and Dave
Deacon (driving the Cam2
BMW M1) are the names I remember. They were enticed
by track time, setting up their
cars for the season.
At one point we had nightmares that it was not going
to happen. We received a
legal letter from John Powell, suggesting that he had
rights to any driving schools
at the track. We found out
that was not the case. How-

1985

ever, our first few events at
Mosport were “Driving Festivals” to keep the peace
between Mosport (owned by
Harvey Hudes at the time),
Powell and the BMW CCC.
As you can see, it has all
worked out pretty well for
the last 30 years!
It was around that time that
several other clubs around
the country were asking for
Chapter status, and I believe
a Winnipeg group were the
first Chapter. There was also
a Chapter in Montreal that
beat Trillium to the punch.
The Toronto Chapter was
formed on April 12, 1982.
Tom Coucill was the first Trillium Chapter President. I
followed Tom in 1984. During this time we named the
Chapter “Trillium”. Tom Coucill also produced most of the
artwork for the Club’s magazines and posters in the early
years. Tom designed the first
Club logo, a maple leaf quartered with the BMW blue and
white, showing BMWCCC

across the centre. BMWCCA
had styled their logo similarly
using the outline of the USA.
We have changed the logo
several times over the years
in keeping with BMW corporate identity. Peter Indriliunas penned one of our next
logos, and BMW gave us
several variations to approve
on our newer logo.
As well as The Shaw Festival and Wine Tour and the
Driving School, we ran rallyes
for charity. Also, in 1988 at the
BMW Canada intro of the 1989
E34 5 Series, the Club Directors were asked to run a rally
for the dealers, at Deerhurst.
We also got to shuttle the cars
back and forth from the (hidden) parking area to the hotel.
We threw in an autocross at
the end for fun runs. One of
the Quebec dealers won in a
750i! John Burnet, Bob Munro, Rolf Lange, Rawle Gosine,
Roger Esdon, Peter Indriliunas, Paul Fagan and I were on
the board at the time. It was,
Continued on page 21
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Continued from page 17

as all BMW events are, a blast
running around the roads at
Deerhurst.
Popular events were the
Camping
Weekend
and
the Ski Weekend. Camping weekends were at Rolf
Lange’s cottage in Haliburton. We camped at the park
across the lake. Rolf would
set out a Rally for Saturday
and then host a BBQ at the
cottage that night. The Apsley Road is one you have to
drive if you are in the area.
Make sure your co-driver has
a strong stomach or takes
Gravol well before tackling
the road. Who knew going
only 30 mph (if you could)
could be so much fun!
The Ski Weekend was also
a blast. Twenty of us camped
out in Charlie Goodman’s living room gave new meaning
to the term, “close friends”!
Blue Mountain may yet be
recovering from that BMW
crowd. Perhaps some new
rules were instituted after our
last visit?!
In 1986 it was decided to
travel to The Finger Lakes
in New York for a wine tour
weekend. We had a great
group of people including our
illustrious Archivist and BMW

trivia guru, Bob Gibson. Bob
wanted company on the drive,
so Cathy and I said he could
follow us. We were going with
Bob and Judy Downey, who
like us, had a new E30 325e.
Bob Gibson was worried
about getting a ticket: a) because he worked for the Ontario government, and b) because he didn’t want it to get
back to his mother! Bob was
about 50 at the time. We all
told Bob we weren’t going to
break any speed records, and
besides, Bob Downey would
be out front with a radar detector, what could go wrong?
Well, Cathy and I were
caught in a little bit of Friday
afternoon traffic on the I90
and I saw a police car driving
across the median. I checked
my speed and was just edging back up to 70 so I slowed
down. I didn’t think he could
be after me since the traffic was fairly abundant. His
trajectory seemed definitely
focused on the group I was
in though. Well he did pull
up beside me and wave me
over. Damn!
A huge officer stepped out
of the patrol car, and as I was
starting to get out of my car
a large hand landed on my
shoulder and I was politely

1993

asked to get back in my seat!
I was then asked for my driver’s license which I dutifully
handed over. Oh s#$%, I
thought I’m going to have to
pay a fine in the States!
He then asked me to follow
him as he had to ‘catch my
buddy’. I said to Cathy, “the
guys must be several miles
ahead by now at least we’ll
get to go fast to catch them”.
Sort of: “I’ll get my money’s
worth out of this ticket”.
We pulled out onto the
highway and were up to
about 70 mph after about a
quarter of a mile when we
crested a ridge and there,
pulled over on the shoulder were a blue 730i and a
Planet Green 325e! Rats!
We didn’t get anywhere near
100mph. The guys had realized we were missing and
pulled over to wait!
The officer pulled up in
front of the two and I parked
at the back of the line. Then,
the friendly giant came back
to my car and asked me a
couple of questions; “Do you
know these people?” I had to
think about that, do I admit to
knowing them or not, which is
the best answer?? “Yes sir”.
The next question was the
interesting one, “What is the

difference between your car
and the one in front?” Well,
other than being the same
model and identical colour,
“his is a two door and mine is
four, and I have a bra on my
car”. I guess those were the
correct answers as the very
kind officer handed me back
my license and said to me, “I
won’t be giving you a ticket
today sir, it was your buddies
I caught”. What relief, for me!
Poor Bob Gibson. He tried
to swear us to secrecy, but
you know how word spreads
in the Club. Besides, it was
too good a story not to tell.
We could never bring ourselves to tell Bob that I didn’t
get a ticket!
The most popular events
other than driving schools:
the Molson Michelin Tech
Sessions – beer and car talk,
what more could we want,
the Annual Dinner Dances,
and the BMW Open House
for the club members to testdrive the latest models. I
don’t know how many members went out and bought
new Bimmers after any
BMW Open House, but I do
know there were always 2 or
3 at least.
It is too bad that BMW
Canada does not view these
CONTACT - Spring 2014
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events the same way BMW
of North America does. BMW
NA runs events for the whole
club, and if you want to drive
to Spartanburg from wherever, you are welcome to sign
up. BMW Canada feel that
Ottawa, Montreal or Windsor may be too far for people
to drive and do not want to
hurt anyone’s feelings. Sorry BMW Canada, but when
I have the time, as a BMW
CCA member, I expect to
one day drive from Kelowna
to Spartanburg for an event.
If it is a nationally advertised
event, all Club members
have an equal opportunity to
sign up, seems fair to me.
In the late 1980’s the Board
under John Burnet and Bob
Munro, applied to the government to recognize our driving
schools as educational for the
purposes of giving our students certificates and receipts
for income tax purposes. Bonus eh? As far as I know, we
are still the only club in Canada, maybe North America to
be so recognized. You must
give them many thanks for
that great achievement.
In the mid 1990s more
chapters joined the national
Club. The camaraderie of
owning a Bimmer and meet-
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ing other enthusiasts has
been evident to me in all the
different chapters I have visited. In November of 1996
Rob Foreman and I went to
Edmonton (how dedicated
were we!) to give the chapter
members a little history of the
club and welcome them into
the fold. The warm reception
we received was particularly
nice as the minus 30 degree
temperatures had us chilled
to the bone! Having been to
Montreal, Halifax and Vancouver as well, I see that this
friendship is also readily extended. Thank you to all.
With a growing number
of chapters we saw a major
change away from Trillium
members holding sway on
the board. Although anyone
in the Club could run for a
position as national director, we had not been set up
for regional representation.
This was addressed with a
change to the by-laws and
we now have a director from
each chapter on the board.
Let’s not forget our BEEMER chapters as well. Remember, Beemers are motorcycles, Bimmers are cars!
Okay, SAVs are also Bimmers because what else can
they be called, Bummers??

1984

In the late 1990s, Montreal and Trillium chapters
started the Bimmers Across
the Border and Mosport
Dayze club races. Ask the
club racers about the first
races. I believe the first was
Bimmers Across the Border
at the Circuit Mont Tremblant in 1998, with the first
Mosport Dayze in 2000.
As a memoriam, I would
like to pay tribute to several
of our most active/illustrious
members. Charlie Goodman
our Chief Driving school instructor for many years; Bob
Gibson our Club Archivist
and go to person for all BMW
trivia; Peter Drozd treasurer
and great BMW club supporter; all good friends and
sorely missed.
Let us also remember
lost dealers who were great
friends to the Club, Northwest
Motors and Beach Auto. You
can’t replace the small family
dealership for friendly service. The dealership both my
2002s came from was Ken
Browne Service on Dupont
Street. Ken Browne always
had an interesting project on
the go. His last one that I remember was a vintage Rolls
Royce, he was building a
wooden body for it!

What did I do in the club?
National - Vice President,
Secretary and International
Council of BMW Clubs representative; Trillium Chapter
- President, Vice President,
Driving School co-chair, Secretary, Social Director (quickly replaced by Nancy Coucill and Marnie Rycroft, then
Cathy Cook with assistance
from Gail Williams for twelve
years, then Martha May, Denise Esdon and more). I have
to say a big thank you to my
wife Cathy who joined in the
fun on many adventures with
the Club, and put up with all
the rest!
I have joined the Okanagan
British Car Club out here. The
Vancouver chapter (BMW
CC of BC) is a little too far
to go for events, although
maybe next year. But did I
tell you the OBCC has 25 autocrosses set up this year?
The Pirelli Euforia ROFs are
on the wear bars and I expect
them shortly to be corded. I
can’t wait to get some decent
rubber on the MINI. Maybe
then I’ll be able to catch the
Miatas and Civics? Oh well,
it’s all fun isn’t it??
Congratulations and thanks
to all along the way.

•

Not-So Grassroots Racing
By John Venditti

Our second race was an
agonizingly long wait from
our first race last year. July
to September. We had to
wait that long but we were
ready to venture out and
once again show our wares.
During those 2 months we
spent our time planning our
strategy diligently to better
dominate. The first race at
Shannonville we figured out
a lot of things; how to execute a quicker pit stop, what
we could and could not do to
make our car not only faster
but take no penalty laps, and
so on. We also went to work
ordering and installing parts,
fresh tires and voila! Even
though we had all of this time
we were still cramming the
night before to make sure
everything was ready as this
was not a local race. This
time we were competing at
Calabogie Motorsport Park

with the Chumpcar race series in our venerable e30.
We set out Thursday night
to Calabogie which, as some
of you already know, is about
a 4 hour drive (especially
while towing.) It is nestled
in beautiful cottage and ski
country, about a 50 minute
drive west of Ottawa. Out of
all of us, only our crew chief
Mike had driven the Calabogie race circuit so we decided to take part in the Friday
lapping day in order to learn
the track. Mike took the opportunity to do some lapping
as well. When he had his 30
minute off-sessions he would
coach us. As this track is
known for its many corners
(20 to be exact), this was
a huge help plus, we also
managed to get a chance to
check out some of our competition. With the day done
we were all thrilled with the

changes on the car. Tire
wear was down due to the
new coilover suspension and
performance was up. However during of our breaks we
noticed a pool of oil under
the car which ended up being a transmission fluid leak.
Given we had put a new input shaft seal on when the
transmission was installed
we were alarmed. Thankfully
our friend and fellow Chump
competitor Richard Struthers
is from that area and had a
spare transmission available
to us, about an hours’ drive
away. Graeme and I hopped
in the truck to get it while
Devon, Mike and Jenn started the tedious task of taking
the old transmission out. 2.5
hours later we returned and
they were ready for us. We
put in the new transmission
and were ready to go for the
race the next day.

I cannot begin to tell you
what a beautiful facility
Calabogie is. Fantastic track
layout, fantastic scenery
and fantastic people. If you
have never been you owe
it to yourself to participate
in one of our sister chapter
events with the BMW Club
of Canada – Ottawa Chapter. We had a fantastic Saturday with one small glitch.
During one of our pit stops
we had a coolant issue with
a hose clamp that had come
loose. With a quick tighten
and a bleed we were back
underway.
Approximately
an hour later our team took
a questionable penalty for
passing under yellow (more
about that later) and served
a 3 minute penalty. While
serving this penalty the car
over heated and our driver
had to come back into the
Continued on next page
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pits to deal with the overheating. We were able to
fill the system again, bleed
it and get him underway and
finished the day in a very respectable position.
Sunday morning and I’m
first up to bat. I hop in the
car and was able to grid second to start off the day. Organizers decided to use the
shorter variation of the track
due to some attrition in the
field on Saturday. A shorter
track makes for closer racing with a smaller field. At
first everyone groaned but
after the race got underway
many were pleased with the
decision. This layout proved
to be a little heavier on fuel
consumption and, after only
an hour and 35 minutes, I
started to see the low fuel
light illuminate through longer corners. It didn’t take long
for it to stay on and I had to
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radio in that I was going to
be coming in early. They
needed 3 laps from me so
that they could be ready
which thankfully I knew I
could manage. All of a sudden I noticed the temperature gauge quickly creeping
up to hot. As this happened
I lost power for a short moment. I thought it was fuel
starvation but no, it was the
tell-tale sign, the engine was
overheating. When this happened I was coming around
turn 15 so I drove straight
into the pits while on the
radio, letting the crew know
what was going on. As soon
as I shut off the engine and
opened the hood, we knew.
The engine was cooked.
Possibly from not bleeding
the system properly the day
before, but needless to say
our day ended early. We
learned a lot and are definitely going to use this as

a learning experience for
races to come. It’s better to
take your time and do the job
right, rather than rush just to
get back out there.
Our 3rd and final race of
the season came just two
weeks after Calabogie, at
our home track of Mosport/
CTMP. We all were looking
forward to this event as the
entire team had significant
experience at this track. Due
to the failure at Calabogie
we had to swap engines before this event. Luckily one
of our teammates Devon had
a good spare engine and donated it to the team. We put
it in and tested it the week
prior at our Trillium ADS. It
did not burn any oil nor did it
have any cooling issues and
it felt strong. Not bad with
for an engine with an undetermined amount of mileage
on it! Saturday we all ran
really strong, the weather

was perfect and we had our
best finish yet, 7th! We were
so proud of this finish, even
with one clunky pit stop and
one 3 minute penalty served.
Without those we would’ve
been destined for a solid podium finish.
With respect to the penalty
from Saturday, our driver
was racing with a car for
position as they passed a
lapped car on the inside of
turn 2. The lapped car saw
the car in front of ours, but
did not see us. They turned
in on us, collided and proceeded to spin. Luckily they
did not hit the wall but we got
a penalty for an avoidable
accident. Personally I would
chalk that up as a racing incident but the Marshalls felt
otherwise. Afterwards our
driver went to speak with the
driver of that team who actually apologized to our driver
and admitted that it was only

the third lap he has ever
turned on a track! Yikes…
welcome to Mosport.
Sunday brought a new set
of challenges; after lap 6 it
started to rain and it didn’t let
up until half an hour from the
finish of the race. The fastest lap of the race was set
on lap 4! Our car was set up
for the dry with a hard suspension and a lot of negative camber, both of what
attributed to a car that was
very difficult to drive in wet
conditions. Front wheel drive

and Civic seemed to be the
package to have on this day
as they swept the top positions. I even got passed by
one on the outside of turn 4,
a turn I usually take flat out!
We finished 13th on Sunday
and it wrapped up our 2013
season.
I owe some big thank you’s
to the following people who,
with their help, made our season so successful.
Thank you to our fantastic
crew chief Mike Goriup, who
was always on the radio com-

municating to us and helping
to set up, tear down and support our team. Thank-you to
Isi Papadopoulos for loaning
us his truck and trailer (for the
entire season!) and to Eileen
and Vic Arnaud who generously donated professional
communications to our team
and helped us out in the pits
at both the Calabogie and
Mosport races. Thank you to
Frank Kring for loaning us a
generator and also thank you
to Bob and Linda Vince for
watching my kids during each

of our race weekends and for
bringing them to Mosport to
cheer us on! Thank you to
the BMW Club of Canada –
Trillium Chapter for accommodating multiple drivers in
one car all season long and
a big thank-you to Premier
Wheels Direct for donating
our 8 ultra-light weight racing
wheels.
The 2014 calendar is
posted and we’re already
planning for a bigger and
better season!

•
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Opposite Lock:
What’s Old Is New Again
By Shawn Molnar

While silently motoring along
in the i3 like a glass-dome
hooded extraterrestrial, I
happened to stumble across
an E30. This humble 325i
was parked along …
While silently motoring
along in the i3 like a glassdome hooded extraterrestrial,
I happened to stumble across
an E30. This humble 325i was
parked along one of Amsterdam’s many canals, sitting
somewhat derelict in solitude.
A photo-op beckoned.
Perhaps the following photos best illustrate how far
BMW has come in automotiveicon1.png ¬ design over
the last three decades. To
look at these two cars side
by side leaves you with the
impression that one just fell
from a UFO in a landing pod,
rolled out from the pod like
a carpet, then morphed into
a steely-eyed electric car –
Transformers style – while
the other was built by hardworking men with sweaty
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brows in a dimly-lit Bavarian
factory. The contrast is stark.
If you’re a regular reader of
BMWBLOG, you’ll know that
the E30 is my all-time favourite BMW. I love it for its simplicity, its light-weight, brilliant
handling dynamics, fun, colourful personality, and legendary racing pedigree. It’s
timeless, aged as it may be.
To surpass or even match the
E30 on the smile-metre takes
a lot, and few cars – few
BMWs – if any, have managed to replicate the feeling
you get behind the wheel of
the ultimate ‘Ultimate Driving Machine’. Full disclosure:
nostalgia may also have a
hold on me as the E30 was
the first BMW I ever drove,
and the first BMW I owned.
The feeling you’re fed from
behind the wheel is intoxicatingly rich, exhilarating and
fun – even if you’re not necessarily hitting warp speeds.
Significantly and shockingly (sorry, pun intended), the

contrast between these two
cars, the i3 and the E30, exists mostly in aesthetics, less
so from behind the wheel.
Technologically
speaking,
you couldn’t find two more
estranged cars. Yet when it
comes to the driving experience, the fun factor, and the
playful handling, these cars
are clearly bred from the
same family of cars, even
if separated by many generations down the ancestral
line. They both deserve their
roundel, displayed proudly
on the hood.
When you start to crunch
the numbers, you’ll discover
that these cars share much in
common in terms of their dynamics. For example, the E30
325i sports 168 hp and 164 lbft of torque while the i3 spins
out a similar power figure of
170 horsepower and 184 lb-ft
of torque. The E30 325i takes
7.7 seconds to hit 100 km/h
(62 mph) while the i3 requires
7.2 seconds. Still not sold?

Check out the curb weight:
the E30 325i tipped the scales
at 1,275 kilograms (2,811 lbs)
while the i3 weighs 1,195 kilograms (2,630 lbs). Yes, you
read that correctly – the i3 is
lighter than the E30 was, even
despite its hefty battery pack.
Never mind the structural rigidity – the i3 is many times
stiffer than the E30 chassis of
yore. Folks – we have a very
special car on our hands.
These striking numerical
similarities are felt from behind the wheel. The i3 darted
through a wet autocross with
incredible precision, agility,
and road holding. The car
turned in with immediacy and
exhibited only mild understeer, easily mitigated by forward weight transfer. When
powering out of a corner,
you can feel the rear tires
losing grip and the rear end
wanting to step out (though
electronics limit sideways
fun as verboten). The i3 felt
light on its feet and it was

fun and tossable, hungry to
devour an autocross or tight,
twisty road and rewarding
such driving aggression with
impressive speed. Sure, on
an open racetrack it would
quickly run out of pace (and
charge), but at least in the
realm of the autocross, the
E30 has met a venerable
match from within the fold.
An electric great grandson. It
can be proud of this prodigy.
This level of driving fun
had me giddy and grinning
from turn to turn. I genuinely
looked forward to driving
the i3 after dinner breaks
and driver swaps. And I already miss its playful driving experience. The i3 has
thus managed to encapsulate much of what made the
E30 so great – a legend for
the brand. Of course, it’s
done so from a radically
different approach – using a rear-mounted electric
motor where the E30 has

a front-mounted gasoline
engine; arriving at a similar
curb weight by employing a
supercar-worthy CFRP and
aluminum sub-frame design
whilst packing on hundreds
of pounds by way of the battery pack – but ultimately
engendering the same driving fun that’s built an E30
cult-following.
Go-kart steering ratios,
uber-light curb weights,
neutral, agile handling and

wake-up-excited-to-drive
emotions seem old-fashioned these days, having all
but disappeared from the automotive landscape, but I’ve
found these qualities, dynamics and emotions while
driving the i3.
I still have my reservations about electric cars,
namely their limited range
and the environmental impact of their batteries, but
if the future is electric and

the i3 is BMW’s first stab
at electric car design, then
consider me electrified.
BMW have somehow managed to wind back the clock
while creating the fu ture of
the electric car.
I’ve yet to drive the i8, but I
expect similar levels of driving fun thanks to a centre of
gravity 4 cm lower than that of
the current E92 M3, boundless torque from zero rpm,
Continued on next page
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and a low, lithe curb weight.
If BMW build upon the i3′s
character and enhance its
fun factor, we’ll have a bona
fide BMW sports car on our
hands. Maybe – just maybe
– we’ll have a newly-birthed
contender for the ultimate
‘Ultimate Driving Machine’.
After driving the i3, I firmly
suspect so.
The Porsche 918 Spyder
has recently established that
hybrid-electric sports cars are
legitimate in the arena of motorsport – setting a stunning
Nurburgring production car
lap record of 6:57, shaving
more than 4 seconds from the
previous Dodge Viper ACR
lap record in the process – so
there’s no longer any reason
to cling to anti-hybrid sports
car notions.
The i8 may just be the
M3 we’ve all been pining for
since the last E30 M3 rolled
off the line. Different in every
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way except fun factor and
light-weight dynamics. Brothers from the same mother,
lost in time. Or perhaps the
new M3 / M4 will be the BMW
sports car we’ve longed for,
thanks to a lightweight design
approach shared with BMW i.
Either way, I’m thrilled to see
the direction BMW is going
– and feel it from behind the
wheel. Starting with the F20 1
series (see review here), I’ve
felt a definite move towards
lightweight design, harkening back to the E30, and several models since have lost
weight and found their share
of classic BMW personality.
Some may find it heretical
that I compare the i3 and E30
for their similarities and differences – but after driving both,
I can’t deny the emotional
parallel. In technology and
time they are worlds apart,
but my smile was roughly
equivalent.

•

Touring Into The Sunset
By Ian Rae, MotorWerks Magazine

How many of you sit down
over the winter and get
your racing fix by watching
SPEED run their Tin-Top triple header of DTM, British
Touring Car and World Touring Car racing? There is the
brute power and wild aero
of the DTM cars where all
the manufacturers share a
common tub and then hang
brand specific exotic carbon
to make them look somewhat similar to the street
going machines. Whereas
Touring cars have a somewhat milder specification,
the cars are a lot more stock
looking but the racing is cut
and thrust and quite often

takes the ‘rubbin’ is racing’
saying to another level.
In years gone past, you
had to travel further afield
to see any of these series in
person. Not so since 2012,
when the World Touring
Car Championship (WTCC)
decided to make Sonoma
Raceway in California a stop
on their World tour. In September of 2013 my wife and I
headed west to spend some
time with friends who help us
with MotorWerks Magazine
and to take in the WTCC
race at Sonoma.
Norman Nelson is a former racer like me and was
as excited as I was to see

the WTCC perform over
such a scenic circuit as Sonoma. Norm had raced at
the circuit and knew where
cars would run wide or clip
curbs and get some air. It
was handy having a driver’s
perspective when we set out
with our trusty Canons for
our first glimpse of WTCC
on track. Sonoma has it all:
long straights, wide sweepers, hairpins and it is a multi-layout circuit. The choice
of track for the WTCC was
a good one. We positioned
ourselves at the chicane
just across from the start finish straight and had all sorts
of great photo opportunities.

There is no easing into practice or qualifying with these
guys. They may use part of
a lap to see that everything is
right on the car and then it is
foot to the floor as the schedule for the day does not leave
much time. Within a lap of the
session starting, the cars are
arriving at the chicane with
brake smoke trailing behind
and taking almost three feet
of curb as they exit, heading
to the hairpin. These cars are
fast and a joy to watch in person. It was nothing to see ten
car packs drafting around the
quicker parts of the circuit; it
was just what we came to see.
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Street Survival School

The sad part about this
trip was the fact that 2013
would be the last time in the
foreseeable future we would
see a BMW compete in the
WTCC. 2014 would see
rule changes brought in and
BMW did not think they could
be competitive with the cur-
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rent TC engine that is based
on a 1.6 liter block. They
were not prepared to develop
a new engine nor were they
interested in having any of
the privateers running in the
series doing so either.
But is this WTCC the same
show we see on TV? It is and
more, with daily autograph

sessions, the drivers were
approachable as they sat on
golf carts. It was a carnival atmosphere and they even had
their own joker!
We were at the FIA Media
night at a local winery when
I had to do a double take as
someone caught my eye.
“Bloody ‘ell, John Cleland!”

and indeed it was. Cleland
was a fellow Scotsman who
started racing on the hills
of Scotland and went on to
become a two-time BTCC
champion. Those of you
that can remember those
heady days of Steve Soper,
Will Hoy, Alain Menu and
Tim Harvey will no doubt

STREET SURVIVAL SCHOOL
The 2014 BMW Club/PCA Street Survival School is brought to you in conjunction with the
BMWCCA Foundation, Tire Rack and proudly sponsored by Martin Merry & Reid Limited. It is
a one day safe driving program designed to go beyond regular driver’s education. Far beyond!

OUR PROGRAM PROVIDES:
• One-on-one, in car instruction
• In-classroom learning and collaboration
• Hands-on, emergency situation recovery
and avoidance maneuvers
• Skid pad and other car control exercises
• Safety demonstrations by professional
emergency services personnel
• Opportunity to learn how to handle your
own car in emergency situations
• Lots of learning and lots of fun in a
friendly and supportive environment!
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ACT NOW, REGISTER AND
SPREAD THE WORD!
streetsurvival@trillium-bmwclub.ca -

www.soBMW.ca

2014 SCHEDULE
Dates: Sunday June 22 2014 - Seneca College, Newnham Campus North York, ON
Sunday September 28 2014 - Powerade Centre, Brampton ON
Start Time: 8:00 am
Cost: $75 per student, which includes lunch and a free one year
Trillium Club membership!
Requirements: Participants must hold a valid Ontario G2 or G Driver’s License. A G1 license is not accepted. For
non-Ontario license holders you must have an equivalent valid G2 or G license to participate. All ages welcome.

remember Cleland mixing
up with them. I asked John
what he was doing in Norcal and with a straight face
told me he was the FIA
Driving Standards Steward!
Yes folks the poacher had
turned gamekeeper. It was
my turn not to laugh when I
said, “Really, how does that

work out for you?” Now approaching a grin he says,
“Well they can’t tell me
anything I have not already
heard; in fact I must have
invented quite a few of the
excuses they use.”
We have established having the WTCC in town is a
great happening, but how

was the racing? We did not
get to see a BMW win but the
racing was nose-to-tail and
no holds barred, just like on
TV. It was everything I wanted it to be and more. Now we
just have to get them come
to Canada and show us what
they can do at CTMP.

•

ADVANCED
DRIVING SCHOOL
2014 Advanced Driving School Dates
May 30, 31 and June 1
September 5-7
October 3-5

VENUE:

All events are at CTMP
(Mosport) Grand Prix Track

PRICES:
BOOK EARLY & SAVE!
Multi-Packs Also Available
For Extra Discounts. Visit
our website for more details
and to reserve your spot,
www.sobmw.ca
*All prices are inclusive of taxes and
are tax deductible
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What a Car Enthusiast Looks
Like to Everyone Else
By Ian Duer

I used to take it as a given
that an interest in vehicles inherently made sense. People
were either into cars or they
were not. I assumed that
even someone who wasn’t
into cars understood the fascination, even if they didn’t
share it. When I took the time
to really look at the world
around me, I had a realization. I. WAS. WRONG.
To understand how a car
enthusiast must look to anyone else, I needed an angle.
I initially thought of using the
perspective of a “car hating
Millennial,” which seems to be
a popular bogey-man. There
were problems with this. For
one, no one seems to agree
on what a Millennial actually is
or if they really all hate cars.
Secondly, I wasn’t looking for
an antagonistic perspective.
Instead, I decided to work
from the mindset of someone
who views cars as another
appliance, like a washing machine. Frightening.
[Enter Steve, Washing Machine Enthusiast]
The other day, I was visiting Steve. I’d overheard
him at work, talking to other
wash-heads. I was mildly
curious about the hobby, I’d
known some people who
were into it, so I decided to
bring up the subject. Steve
perked up immediately and
asked if I wanted to see his
laundry room. I can say this:
my laundry room is simply
a place for my washing machine, his was something
wholly other. All
over the place were posters of professional washers,
and vintage metal signs ad-
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vertising long gone brands
of soap and fabric softener.
On the wall was a peg board
with little silhouettes so that
things like irons and detergent bottles always went
back in the right place. He
also had a collection of tools,
some of which were familiar and some that I couldn’t
imagine the purpose of. In
the corner were many boxes which seemed to be full

of vintage washing machine
parts. Most shockingly, in
contrast to my laundry room,
he had not one but FOUR
washing machines.
“Why the other three when
you have that one?” I was referring to the newest of the
four. I’d seen advertisements
for it and I was pretty sure it
could easily do anything the
others could.
“Oh, that one. Never use

it.” He goes on to explain that
his wife picked it out for when
she has to wash clothes.
“Given the choice,” he continues, “I’d have skipped
the purchase, but she says
mine are too complicated
and touchy.” He then motions
proudly to the other three.
“These are mine!”
I’m a bit confused by what
I’m seeing. All three machines have all sorts of esoteric levers, switches and
gauges that seem outdated
and out of place even on
these machines. All of them
are at least a few years older than I’d expect someone
“into” washing machines to
care about. “Er. What does
this lever do?” I’m sort of embarrassed to ask, but how
else will I learn anything.
“That one engages the linkage between the wash drum
and the motor.” The tone of
voice he uses suggests I
have asked a profoundly stupid question.
“Why you want to do that?
I’m pretty sure my does that
on it’s own.” I’m sort of confused at this point.
He looks at me as if I’ve
grown a second head. “Well I
suppose if you’ve never tried
it wouldn’t make sense. Let
me tell you, once you get the
hang of it you gain a fine control of the exact engagement
point that is far better and
smoother than those automatic linkage systems. More
efficient too.”
“Wait just a second,” I reply. “I’m pretty sure when I
was purchasing my last machine the automatic drum
linkage was actually slightly
more efficient than the manual version.”

“Lies,” he insists. “Those
numbers only reflect the EPA
tests. I’ve monitored my own
usage quite carefully and I
always manage to exceed
the estimate. Well, I suppose that’s only when I’m not
washing spiritedly, but when
I want to I can get better efficiency.”
Over the course of this tour
I find out that he has three
machines because, he says,
they all offer distinct washing
experiences. The newest,
is what he calls his weeklywasher. It’s a strange pale
orange color. I swear last
time that color was popular
had to be at least a decade
ago. Compared to the others it’s the most boring, but
it’s also the toughest and
the most easily replaceable. Next comes the very
loud green unit. This is apparently the “fun” washer, it
has a larger motor, upgraded
stabilizers, and tons more

done to it. “Spins 20% faster
than when it left the factory,”
he announces triumphantly.
The last one, I learn, doesn’t
work. He’s restoring it and
upgrading certain components along the way. I’m told
that good examples are too
rare and too expensive but
that he always wanted one.
Apparently, all three washing machines have a bottom
mounted drive attached to
the wash drum, while most
modern washing machines
(like his wife’s) have side
mounted drive. I had thought
side mounted was better,
even though I rarely consider
it at all. He informs me that it
was all clever advertising to
hide the fact that they were
cheaper to manufacture that
way. I then ask about models with dual drive that have
both bottom and side. Once
again I am apparently wrong;
Steve says those dual drive
machines lack soul, and de-

tergent is far more important
than extra driven parts.
Steve often washes clothes
that are already clean because it helps him relax. I
can kind of understand that.
Sometimes a load of towels
is kind of meditative for me
because it requires almost
zero effort and lets my mind
wander. This, I am told, is not
what he meant. For some
reason he picks the most
technical garments he can
find to wash, because it requires full attention and really
lets him test out the capabilities of his machines.
I learn about washing machine shows. Steve apparently hates something called
the
“Pantz”
movement.
These guys modify the stabilizers because it makes the
machine look “cool” somehow. I’m told the result is a
machine that can only be
operated on the gentle cycle.
“These guys are ruining oth-

erwise good machines,” he
says. Honestly I remember
most of those models from
high- school. I never thought
they were very impressive,
but I don’t tell him that.
At this point my brain is
overflowing with technical
jargon and details I once
considered irrelevant. My
head is spinning faster than
the drum in the strange olive green number which he
fired up so I could see it in
action. Now that I look at it, I
notice it has a bulge molded
into the access panel to allow
clearance for a larger motor.
The obnoxious whine it emits
does nothing for me, and it
looks kind of silly. In short. I
just don’t get it.
I resolve never to bring
up the subject again to him.
I may, however, ask him
for advice next time I buy a
washing machine. I probably
won’t follow it.

•
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Reader’s Rides

Super Mario
By Demi Chalkias

There are many reasons to
love the BMW 2002 model;
its ridiculously good looks,
the fact that it saved BMW
from their slump, its ability to
offer a driving experience of
no other, the character that
just radiates off the vehicle…
there is simply no comparison. In 1981 my father, Bill
Chalkias, purchased his very
own 2002 ti and it was love at
first shift. He drove his 2002 in
style complete with bellbottom
jeans, platform shoes and an
epic afro, just to name a few.
My dad always had a thing
for the fast life; speed and
adrenaline was in his blood.
He decided he modify his
compact 2002 into a turbo
charged beast and then un-
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leash it on the track. To do
this he put a 6 cylinder engine
from an E30 325is, had the
engine blue printed and balanced and turbo charged it.
This wasn’t too easy but, with
the help of PJC Automotive
and Sandy Macnee, they cut
the bell housing and tried to
keep the car looking factory
stock. My dad always admired
the natural beauty of the 02’s
however, now that they had
the power down pat, they
figured braking would probably be in my dad’s best interest as well. The brakes were
modified with 5 series BMW
brakes. When all the modifications were complete his ’02
was pushing just under 400hp
and had 15lbs of boost. Time
to hit the track! But first I have
to mention the one and only
Philip Abrami, my dad’s very

first racing instructor. My dad
grew very fond of Mr. Abrami
and will never forget what a
big influence he was to get the
2002 where it is today.
Many memories were made
on the track with my dad’s
car, from competing with Nick
Botsinis of PJC Automotive
with his red 2002, all the different events my dad took
part in with different vintage
clubs, and simply just the joy
of driving a kick-ass 2002.
As time went by, my dad was
blessed with three amazing
little girls. We were raised at
the racetrack watching my
dad race, watching racing
at home and camping out
for the LeMans weekend at
none other than our home
track, Mosport. The highlight
of our childhood was travelling to watch my dad race;
Sebring, Mid-Ohio, Watkins
Glen, Shannonville, Mont
Tremblant and of course
Mosport. These were the
greatest of times for us. Racing made my dad the happiest guy with a mile long smile
from one cheek to another,
no matter what the outcome.
The track had, and always
will have, a special place in
his heart. My dad’s yellow ‘02
was like his fourth child and

we all loved him as if he was
a family member. Eventually
we named him Super Mario
and it has stuck until this day.
Out of all the children I was
the one who ended up developing the ‘02 fever. I absolutely loved everything about
him. The beautiful vintage
look, power, and roar from his
4” straight pipe exhaust was
enough to make a young girls
heart melt. My dad promised
me if I did well in school that
Super Mario would be passed
down to me, which was more
than enough motivation to hit
the books. With four presidential honour certificates
framed above my bed, I
think it is safe to say that Super Mario is officially mine.
Cars and racing has become
more than just a hobby to my
dad and I, even more than a
passion, it’s become a way
of life. And we have Super
Mario to thank for it.

•

Reader’s Rides

1990
E30 318i
By Scott Paterson

I searched high and low for a
1991 318is for many months,
with the purpose of finding a
coupe, a manual transmission,
a limited slip 4.10 differential,
and a dependable power plant
all in one package. The 1.8L
DOHC 16v four cylinder (M42)
seemed a little more up-todate than the old M20 2.7L that
I had grown to detest in my
previous E30’s.
My search
ended without ever finding that
318is when I came across this
1991 318i cabriolet.
I never thought about buying a cabriolet. It never occurred to me to look for one,
but when I saw this diamondschwarz metallic
convertible sitting there waiting for a
home, I couldn’t resist. Not
to mention that I was tired of
searching for a clean e30 from
Oshawa to Kitchener. I had
found my new car. Untouched
by the previous owner, I had
a relatively fresh car with no
tasteless modifications, no
signs of neglect or rust and
that was good enough for me!
The only thing it lacked was a
limited slip differential, but the
power antenna still extended
all four masts, so who was I to
complain?
Once the spring of 2005 arrived, the warm weather followed and I started wrenching on her. The suspension
was probably still the original equipment, so all was
replaced with a set of Intrax
lowering springs, e90 upper
spring perches, and adjustable Koni shocks. A Dinan
ECU chip, UUC short throw
shift kit and clutch stop, and
eventually a 4.27LSD were
added, all of which combined
to really bring the car to life.
Wheel choices have varied

over the years as the factory
‘bottlecaps’ didn’t even stay
on the car for more than a
day after I bought the car. An
ugly set of Eagle Alloys were
tragically mounted for a few
years, which eventually gave
way to a set of refinished
BBS RZ322’s. Shortly thereafter another set of BBS’s
were mounted, this time a
rare set of RJ360’s. Ronal
LS’s finished off my apparent
basket weave addiction before mounting up a true 80’s
throwback set of Kamei/Centra Style 8’s this summer.
Countless trips to the cottage, the ball diamond, and
road trips with the top down
were accumulated until I acquired a factory hardtop at
a steal of a price, but with no
real intention of driving the car
in the winter. It’s a nice piece
to have in the spring and fall
though, and is a welcome
change from the noise of a
soft top baffling on the highway, not to mention the leaking 23 year old seals of the
soft top. Never go anywhere
without your towel! Other exterior additions include a trunk
lid from a coupe which eliminated the third brake light,
and a rare Pheba factory aero
package trunk spoiler. Factory fog lights were installed

into the existing harness, an
“is” front lip, and a rear plate
filler mounted to complete the
exterior of the car.
Interior modifications include a Nardi steering wheel,
an amazingly comfortable
set of Recaro seats, and of
course, a Blaupunkt.
I’ve
tried to keep the car looking
as period correct as possible,
while still bringing the car up
to date with a slight mix of
performance and reliability.

The car is very comfortable to
road trip in, however the 4.27
gearing can become very annoying at highway speed. A
sacrifice more than made up
for on the tight twisty roads of
cottage country and even put
to work for a season of Trillium autoslalom events. The
car has truly lived up to my
expectations of it, and should
easily find it’s way over 350K
kilometers this summer.
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BAVARIAN MOTORS INC.
The GTA’s Premier BMW Specialists

Service to ALL Makes & Models
7634 Woodbine Ave., Unit #6 Markham, ON L3R 2N2
905-479-1769 • www.bavarianmotors.ca
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Maranello BMW
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